The Land’s End to John O’Groats Reliability Trial for
Historic & Classic Cars 4th – 7th December 1993
So, there we were… just going dark and presented with 1500 miles to be plotted onto a road
atlas and a few OS maps before dinner at the Land’s End Hotel and no real idea what was
facing us (other than Wales at night and not much sleep). I was just going to have to rely on
my years of Motoring News night rallying experience and the odd, more recent, historic
rally!
And just how did I end up in Land’s End on that murky Friday evening in early December
1993 preparing to start the first-ever LE JOG? Well, I blame Evan MacKenzie who was at the
time the MD of Penrite Oils Europe and had known John Brown since the days of the Mexico
Championship when John was navigating for Russell Brookes and Evan was part of their
(ahem!) ‘service crew’. Somehow, about 12 months earlier, Evan had had a conversation
with John about John’s idea of creating an endurance rally in the style of the long-distance
British events of the 1920s to ‘50s. Evan offered to give both advice and support (via
Penrite) and in return got a ‘special offer’ entry from Mr Brown. Of all Evan’s navigators at
that time I was the one with most experience of Wales at night, so he asked me if I was free
for 6 days around the first weekend in December. Fortunately, I was between jobs at the
time and when he described LE JOG I accepted with relish.
So we got the route down, marked up the 18 tests, and just had time to glance at the newfangled ‘Jogularities’ before rushing back to our hotel in Penzance to get dressed for the
pre-event dinner back at LE – it was black tie, as they did ‘in the day’ – a bit of a step up
from a rally jacket and a burger in an MN car-park!
Among the excited and nervous chatter in the restaurant were crews who had ‘been there
and done it’ in the days that LE JOG was seeking to re-create and they were in cars from that
era – eminent competitors such as Geoff Breakell and Mike Wood in their Alfa Giulia, Geoff
Awde and Peter Ward (MGA) and Mike Hinde and Dennis Greenslade (VW Okrasa). There
were other teams with a wide range of motorsport experience such as racing driver Tony
Dron – navigated by the much-missed night-rally ace-navigator Colin Francis in a Ford
Zephyr Mk2; Dave Whittock and Ernie Waldron in a Cooper S and Ron Gammons and Jayne
Bourne in an MGB. But there were yet others with little, or in some cases absolutely no
familiarity with rallying desperately trying to get some gen over dessert about what they
were likely to encounter en route to JOG. Even those who done ‘Brown’ events in the past –

including the early 90s historic Targa Rusticanas – were unsure what advice to give other
than the perennial exhortation to ‘just focus on staying on the route!’
Aware that we were not only to have an early start the following morning but also to only
have one night in bed before Tuesday breakfast the wiser crews curtailed the merriment
and headed to their hotels.
The following morning was bright and breezy – although the same couldn’t be said for all
the crews. John Brown signalled his intention for the non-stop nature of the event, and the
pressure that was to come, by having a run-out from MTC1 of all of 200 yards before the
first test. This was run around the cliff-top footpaths, car parks, access roads and bus stops
of the Land’s End complex – something that has become a hallmark of LE JOG
Forty-seven cars tackled that test, the youngest – and the last starter - was a mere 27 years
old – a Volvo 122S from 1966 crewed by Laurence and Gordon Grainger. The oldest car on
that first event was the Knill-Jones’ wonderful 1919 Rolls-Royce Silver Ghost who went on to
win a Silver Medal. I say ‘car’ but in fact it was more of a rolling chassis; absolutely no
bodywork rear of the aero-screens, just two seats and a ‘trunk’. Hardy types, these VSCC
people, and their fine machine was an amazing 74 years old at the time. The oldest car in
2016 was a mere 63 – Ian Glass’ Flying Tortoise (aka Ford Popular). Ian having started in
1993 at number 9 piloting a Marauder – no, not the military vehicle but a ‘sports’ car based
on a Rover 75 of which only 15 were made – I think he went on to do all the John Brown LE
JOGs in Rovers of one sort of another.
The Silver Ghost was not the only pre-war car by any means. It was followed at number 2
by Doug Human and Ray Pearse in a Morris Oxford saloon whose 1548cc side-valve engine
wheezed its way to North-East Scotland – and they didn’t finish last, either! They were
followed (and soon passed) by a gorgeous Type 44 Bugatti and three Alvis’s.
A group of four Wartime/Early Post-War Open Cars included an HRG, a Healey Silverstone,
Ian’s Marauder and Phil Surtees’ Willys Jeep – the latter being another (virtually) body-less
car (vehicle?) with a very well wrapped crew. Phil was one of a number of crews who were
to go on to great success in future LE JOGs.
Next up were three Lancia Aurelias, then the 50s Sports and GT cars including pairs of
Porsche 356As, Aston Martin DB2/4s and Healey 100s. Fifties saloons were well represented
by MG ZA Magnettes and also ‘HMS Jaguar’ as John Brown referred to John Atkins’ MkIX.

Among the Sixties classes was a very unusual, glass-fibre monocoque Rochdale Olympic of
John Blanckley; three Heralds, three Cooper Ss and an adventurous Dutch crew – Jan van
der Heyden and John Bekker in a Peugeot 404, a car one would have thought was well
suited to endurance and reliability.
“Clear to the right?” asked Evan as we stopped at the T-junction to ‘go north’ after the firstever LE JOG test? Well, his powder-blue works replica TR4 was left-hand drive, you see –
something that can be tricky for the navigator because you can’t see what the marshal is
writing – but, luckily for me, as well as being a quick driver, Evan had also been an
international co-driver and a CLO, so he had some idea about what was supposed to be
going on outside his window at controls.
So with the Land’s End complex behind us we set off up the A30 then through St Just to
Morvah to the start of the first-ever of what was to become known as ‘Jogularity’. Described
in the Overall Route Instructions (six-and-a-half pages of A4 covered the entire route to LE
by the way!) as: RS A; Penwith RS; ON B3306 at Morvah, by tel box.
The plotting instructions for the reg. were straightforward: six references one each for
points A to F. But to even things up, Mr Brown also instructed us to ‘Go through them in the
order given according to your Age Category. So Category B cars (up to 1940) had to visit B,
D, E & F while Category C (1941 – 1959) did B, C, D, E & F and the youngest cars did
everything. This different route per category system applied throughout the event and each
had different average speeds as well! Huge admiration for John Brown’s striving for
perfection, despite the challenges it must have caused in setting the route and the
nightmares it must have given the results crew – Tony Newman and Pete and Pat Brazier. I
worked closely with Tony on the 2011-14 LE JOGs and I know how hard his job was then
even though the different routes and averages were no longer a feature of the event.
The questions on our minds as we rolled up to that ‘tel box’ was; “how was this going to
go?” Where were the catches going to be?’ We’d done lots of speed-table regularities (I
had a just-in-case set in my rallybag and they were going to come in handy in due course)
and we’d seen the ‘distance-and-time instruction’ sheet. It looked straightforward, but this
was John Brown…
There were just 35 landmarks on the 15.56 miles; route finding proved to be no problem
with the trusty OS map and keeping tabs on the time to be at each point (Junction; Toilets
(yes, really!); Farm Track; National Trust sign etc.) was manageable. Despite the novelty of

it all I managed to be 5 secs early at the first (secret) Timing Point and 13 seconds late at the
second. Not perfect, but not too bad for a first go. So Jogularity was born. An invention
that Colin Francis later described as ‘making regularities almost enjoyable’. Well, he
certainly got the hang of it quicker than the rest of us as he had the fewest penalties on
Penwith – a total of 2 seconds!
Such was the impression that this first Jogularity over the wild and wintry Cornwall clifftops
made on me that, as a way of celebrating this great Brown invention, I decided to reproduce
it exactly – even down to the control locations – for the 20th Anniversary LE JOG in 2014.
So, back to the road atlas to find our way to the next test – Perranporth Airfield and a timed
Le Mans start, acceleration and braking test run by Keith Baud and his team. Le Mans starts
became a feature of LE JOG though in later years held near the Scottish Border. Not one of
my favourites though because on the 2009 event, with my brother Edward navigating, I
pulled a hamstring while ‘letting my clutch out’ to run to the car at the start of the test. I
completed it, but then had to go off route to search for painkillers (found a chemist in
Rothbury) and shortly afterwards hand over the driving to Ed until Aviemore and turn my
hand back to navigating.
Four sprinter-drivers shared the honours on that first Le Mans Start test with scratch
penalties of 35 seconds in cars that varied from a Jaguar MkIX to a Ford Anglia. Probably
said something about their athletic abilities and dexterity in doing up seat belts as much as
it did about the performance of their car. Impressively one of the pre-war Alvis’ was only 3
seconds slower.
Next we went inland to another novel test – but one that doubtless featured ‘in period’ –
the observed hill restart test at Lanner Mill – around an downhill hairpin on a stretch of
public road!
In Mr. Brown’s ever-present search for fairness the test was different depending on which
end of the car did the driving and the time allowed differed by age category. RWD cars (us)
drove from the start line A-A to stop astride B-B sited (of course) on the apex, and steepest
part, of the hairpin. We then had to reverse back uphill and go right of B-B downhill to stop
astride C-C. We were allowed 30 seconds and we retained our Gold.

FWD cars (a Saab and 2 Minis) had a much more complicated test which entailed two
reversing manoeuvres to enable them to tackle the re-start uphill but their time limit was 55
seconds. Only 15 cars cleaned the test and most only by the skin of their teeth.
After that was the test that was probably the most entertaining – certainly the most
sideways. A trip round the greasy roadways of the (unoccupied) Hendra Holiday Park. Only
6 stop-astrides in 1.13 miles! Speeds were ‘controlled’ by numerous 90s and hairpins and
the threat of having to explain why your historic rally car was embedded in the bathroom of
someone’s beloved Willerby holiday home. Rumour had it that one or two competitors
came very close having thoroughly flouted the ‘not on the grass’ rule! I’m not sure if LJ was
ever invited back. But it was GREAT fun!
Following that, and perhaps to allow drivers to recuperate, there was the first ‘changedriver’ section. A Brown technique to overcome the Blue Book rules for 2 hour rest halts and
keep the pressure on. Simple navigation (fortunately for the drivers) took us to that iconic
pub the Jamaica Inn and MC2. Coffee was supped and war stories exchanged – but we
weren’t even half way through Cornwall yet!
Refreshed by a Jamaica Inn coffee (no rum though!) we set off north dropping down off
Bodmin Moor following the A30 as far as Launceston to what was to become another LE
JOG regular – Werrington Park with its grass triangle, cattle grid, narrow bridge and steep
hill. While running advance course car on the 20th Anniversary event I was delighted to find
that the start line marshals were the very same ones from Plymouth Motor Club that
manned the start in 1993. They’d done another 8 LJs in between and they had the badges to
prove it!

Fastest went to Mansfield/Cooke in a Rover 2000TC followed by Breakell/Wood in the Alfa
Giulia and then my man MacKenzie.
After that bit of excitement there followed a 45 mile curving run north into Devon via
Holsworthy, and the ‘lost-in-time’ town of Great Torrington to the other side of South
Molton and the atmospheric delights of the Stag’s Head Inn where crowds had gathered
and some welcome sustenance and rest was obtained.
Cars were refuelled shortly after in readiness for Regularity B a 35 mile run over the best of
Exmoor, the Jogularity instructions including at one point ‘Bad gully!’ followed by ‘Bad

gully!’ followed by ‘Extra bad gully!’ Brown’s concession to these was to drop the average
speed to 24mph for all of half a mile…but to locate a Timing Point at the first one! I recall
there being quite of lot of non-competing cars on this reg. meaning that for a number of
crews it was a challenge to be on time at each of the six TPs – the last one saw us get a
heavy penalty for this reason. Best again was the wizard, Francis with 23 seconds – being
lucky with the traffic put him quite some way ahead of the rest but it was no compensation
for the gearbox problems with the 3-speed Zephyr that had forced them to miss some tests
already and sadly put them very close to maximum lateness.
Well, you know what usually comes after Exmoor, yes, a trip to Porlock. No luxuries to greet
us such as the WI tea in the Village Hall like we have these days, but it wasn’t a full run up
the hill either. Instead we had 3 tests each of which included some reversing and on the first
one it was a slalom back through some cones! Fastest on scratch were Whittock/Waldron
(Cooper S) on the first and third while Wren/Cooke in a 356A took the second one by 5
seconds from Mike and Gina Barker in their Aston.
By now, dusk was approaching, especially for us later runners, and we had the dubious
delight of an 82 mile slog to the supper halt at the so-called Severn View (Aust) Services at
the southern end of the old Severn Bridge. Once again it was a ‘change driver’ section.
‘Plenty of time’ I thought - before I discovered the tediousness of the A39 from Minehead to
Bridgwater and the realisation dawned on me that I’d have to spend my supper break
plotting the sections through Wales!
Before we left to pay our £3.10 toll to cross the bridge there were some results to look at. It
showed that all medals had gone! No one had met the standards that Brown had expected
of us – and we’d barely started... Disappointed crews like us resolved that we may as well
just go out and enjoy Wales and then the adventure up to the top of Scotland.
First on the list was Regularity C through Cwmcarn Forest Drive manned by Steve Durbin (of
Leukaemia Rally fame) and his team. This was somewhere in Wales that I’d never been to
before but its tarmac roads weren’t too challenging even in the dark! Pre-war cars were
given a bye on this one and the honours went to the last car on the event, the Graingers in
their Volvo 122 one second ahead of both the Barkers and Ron Gammons and Jane Bourne
(MGB).
From Newbridge we motored north alongside the Ebbw river up to the Heads of the Valleys
road and then on to the Royal Oak at Pencelli (just SE of Brecon) where the route check

made sure we kept to the much more entertaining B-road rather than the A40. In Brecon
the General Route Instructions advised of ‘Fuel at Texaco’ followed by a warning to ‘FILL
RIGHT UP – LAST FOR 80 TOUGH MILES’. Indeed it was to be! And this was where those
years of Motoring News rallies needed to pay off. We took the B4520 from Brecon up onto
Epynt to MC5 at the Griffin Inn at Cwmowen where the clocks were held by non-other than
Russell Brookes! Just down the road was the start of over an hour’s regularity across the
famous ranges, co-ordinated by Alun Morgan and the team from Swansea Motor Club and
taking in all the well-known junctions like Four-ways Bridge, Llandeilo’r Fan, Dixies and
Piccadilly – together with a loop off the ranges onto tight lanes – and all at a 30mph
average. My gut feel was that this was going to be tougher than it looked and it was. I read
the road from my OS map and used my Halda and speed tables – as well as the Jogularity
sheet and pushed Evan hard to make sure we stayed on time where there were big gaps
between Jogularity landmarks and got back on time as soon as possible after every TP. It
paid off because John Brown had sited his controls very cleverly to make some sections as
tight as they could be. It meant that at a total of 18 seconds we had by far the fewest
penalties and that, I think, was a major contribution to us eventually winning our Gold
medal (after Mr Brown had retrospectively lowered the bar and restored some of us mere
mortals to medal positions!).
So what do you do after Epynt? Well, Abergwesyn of course! After the regularity there was
a TC section manned by Mike Kennett and Epynt Motor Club from Cynghordy up alongside
Llyn Brianne to Bwlch Esgair Gelli then back through Abergwesyn village to the famous Trout
Inn at Beulah, MC6, a bacon roll and fuel. Wonderful! And we along with Whittock/Waldron
and Gammons/Bourne were the only crews to be clean it. Now we were cooking on gas –
and lots more of Wales to come.
Somewhat warmed and restored by the Trout Inn’s hospitality, it was time for the rest of
Wales! So, done Epynt… Abergwesyn… hmm, what’s the next classic section? How about
Elan Valley? Naturally! As a warm up we turned left out of the Trout and onto the fabulous
B4358 north-east to Newbridge-on-Wye. Not driven it? Put it on your list.
Starting just before the derestriction signs on the B-road outside Rhayader we were
challenged with a deep-dark 28.5 mile regularity of the lashing rain, remote reservoirs and
moorland roads of the Elan Valley to take us all the way to back door of the Hafod Hotel in
Devil’s Bridge. Over the 3 timing points manned by CSMA West Midlands,

Dron/Francis/Byrne took the honours on 8 seconds and I must have been getting into my
stride as we were only 3 seconds adrift.
A short run to the rally-friendly Rheidol Filling Station at Ponterwyd and another “FILL RIGHT
UP” instruction preceded more reservoirs and moorlands in the shape of Regularity F, Nanty-Moch. Not only did we have to find the white below the dam but there was also a sting in
the tail in the shape of the really narrow and twisty lanes through Cefngweiriog north of Taly-Bont – not a road I knew. The five TPs saw penalties aplenty even for the top crews and
especially heavy ones at the last TP.
We emerged onto the A487 ‘Welsh Coastal Highway’ somewhat gratefully to then sprint
north to Dinas Mawddwy and yet another classic section – a series of TCs over the infamous
Bwlch-y-Groes (the highest pass in Wales) down to the top end of Lake Vyrnwy then over
the Aberhirnant pass: steep, bleak, narrow, twisty, windy, wet. It was great to see familiar
faces behind the clocks, among them Edwyn Evans and Keith Jenkins both still competing
today. Despite the weather and terrain 12 crews managed to be clean. On the 20th LE JOG
this was a regularity with TPs at 2 mile intervals… No clean sheets…
Now well into the early hours, we made our way to that iconic Welsh rally venue and scene
of countless RACs, Thomas Motor Mart near Corwen for a welcome strong coffee. But
Wales hadn’t finished with us yet. 6.5 miles down the road was RS G called ‘Llantysilio
Mountain’. What this name didn’t reveal was that the route, with its 5 timing points also
took us over World’s End. Like Nant-y-Moch it also had a sting in the tail: with eyes nearly
closing we had to find our way down to, into, through and out of the ford through the River
Clywedog at Nant Mill just east of Wrexham. The pre-war cars were given a ‘bye’ for this
reg. and seven other crews opted to miss it out altogether as well. For the rest, penalties
were heavy once again although Mr Francis was the least worst! Tiredness was clearly
taking its toll.
Relief for the navigators at getting ‘through Wales’ was soon tempered by the sudden
realisation that rest and breakfast was 60 miles away at Charnock Richard Service on the M6
and…we had to swap seats again and drive there! Not an experience I wish to repeat as I
recall having more than one close-up, literally eye-opening, view of the Armco on the
central reservation of the M56!
But, John Brown had relented somewhat as he’d allowed us a 2 hour break before checking
out at MC9 and even told us that rooms were available ‘for a shower and change’ (!) in the

adjacent Travelodge for £10. Evan and I nodded in agreement and picked our way across
the icy car park, collapsed on the beds in our clothes and, apart from a quick face wash,
didn’t trouble the bathing facilities. The next 14 hours to Edinburgh were going to prove
that those 30 minutes asleep were time and money well spent.

Alarm off, dress and skate back across the Charnock Richard car park to the Out Control;
check out, then back to the car to unfurl my trusty my OS Super Scale road atlas and get
ready to guide Evan on the first link section on the Sunday run over the border to Scotland.
John Brown had recommended the Philips’ Great Road Atlas of Britain but familiarity and
loyalty made me rebel and choose the trusty Ordnance Survey version.

OK, so it was ‘only’ the 1:250,000 mapping and obviously missing much of the 1:50,000
detail but I felt that the OS one would have the edge on accuracy and with it being enlarged
to 2.16 miles to the inch it did make it easier to read when sleep-deprived. And the
familiarity with OS had certainly made it easier when I was plotting ALL the link sections
from the 6 pages of the ‘Overall Route Instructions’ on the Friday in Land’s End

Off we set in the icy winter morning sunshine up to J31 of the M6 and then to the next test
at Samlesbury Airfield – actually on a part of the old runway of the (now much expanded,
and more security-conscious) BAE establishment. My brain was slow getting into gear and
we did a little 8-mile shopping trip to J32 and back. Flying up and down the motorway was
in fact not the best preparation for Test 9 because it was another Brown innovation and a
throwback to the pre-war RAC Rallies – an Observed Slow Running Test!
For this challenge, run by now multiple Gold-Medal winner, Kevin Savage with the help of
Sue Catlow and others from Kirby Lonsdale MC, the navigator was replaced by a ‘riding
observer’. From the start line A-A you had to get into top gear by B-B, 50 yards away, then
go as slowly as possible in top gear without touching the clutch over the 50 yards to C-C
then accelerate as fast as possible (in top, without touching the clutch) to stop astride D-D
about 100 yards away. The marking was the overall time taken PLUS 1 bonus mark per
second taken between B-B and C-C MINUS 1 mark per second taken between C-C and D-D.

Simple! We were one of only 3 crews to get zero penalties and meet the Gold Standard but
most crews were plus or minus 7 marks.
Regularity H was yet another road rally classic – the Trough of Bowland – via Abbeystead, of
course, to Crossgill run by Roy Honeywell and Clitheroe & District MC. Colin Francis was
obviously alert as he recorded a penalty of only 6 seconds, closely followed by Dave
Whittock/Ernie Waldron in their Cooper S on 7 seconds and northern crews, Geoff Breakell
and Mike Wood and Geoff Awde/Peter Ward on 11.
Reg H. ended before the now more traditional finish after Haylot Farm because the hairpins
down to the farm were the site of Test 11 – a downhill braking and restart test, observed by
Fred Bent and his team, which included reversing back up across B-B. Most crews managed
this without penalties. A run east took us to MC10 at the New Inn in the atmospheric and
beautiful location of Clapham, where dozens of people were there to spectate, and then a
series of Route Checks in Helwith Bridge, Malham, and pubs in Arncliffe and Horsehouse to
MC11 in the Black Horse in Leyburn and a welcome lunch.
Three tests on Catterick Camp followed; two using the network of roads and storage laybys both including lengthy reversing manoeuvres - while the third was an uphill manoeuvrability
and handling test. Don Griffiths and Gerry Ryan wound their Healey Silverstone up to be
fastest on the first two and joint fastest on the third. Test 14, Gill Beck, near Downholme,
manned by Paul and Jayne Wignall, was similar to Haylot – a downhill braking and handling
test on a private road. Again most crews had very minor penalties.
From there the route zig-zagged its way up the northern dales via what are now LE JOG
favourite roads with controls in yet more pubs – including the lovely Charles Bathurst in
Arkengarthdale and the famous Tan Hill Inn (snow-covered but with a roaring fire) as a
regrouping, neutral, Time Control. Then through Brough, Middleton and over Bollihope to
our first encounter with Stanhope Ford. By now it was dark and from the low-to-the-ground
navigator’s seat of a TR4 it looked like miles to the safety of the other side of the fastflowing Wear. Fortunately Stanhope wasn’t a test on this first LE JOG, just a Route Check
marshalled by former HERO Chief Scrutineer, Peter Elliott, (who has run the Stanhope Ford
test every time it’s been used on LE JOG); but nevertheless a deep breath was taken as the
best ford-crossing technique was applied. Sighs of relief from me on the other side as no
paddling was needed! However, the results show that 11 of the remaining 44 crews
decided not to risk it.

More Route Checks and Time Controls took us to pubs in Rookhope and Allenheads and
then via roadside marshals in Ninebanks and Lanehead all the way up to TCN10 in the Lime
Kiln Inn in Bewcastle – sadly closed in 2000. The regroup here allowed us to prepare for the
last regularity of the day around the fiendish lanes, junctions and fords around Blackpool
Gate visiting the marshalling team from Spadeadam Motor Club. Griffiths/Ryan were by far
the best crew on this one with only 14 seconds penalty.
All we now had to do was stay awake as we wound our way through the depths of the
darkness, snow and ice in the Scottish Borders – Newcastleton, Langholm, Eskdalemuir,
Tushielaw Inn – where Sir David (now Lord) Steel was manning the control – and a last TC at
Middleton just off the A7 before changing drivers and making our way around to the
western end of the Edinburgh by-pass and the welcome warmth, good food and comfy bed
of the Overnight Halt at the Royal Scot Hotel.
Monday morning dawned cold and bright and the rested crews set off to cross the Forth
Road Bridge – the Route Instructions advising: toll 40p – Welshmen please note (Brown
humour). A 22 mile trip via the A90/M90 took us to that famous Scottish motorsport venue,
Knockhill for Test 15 – a timed circuit consistency test. The object of the test was to
complete one flying lap of the circuit at an average speed of your choice between 30 and 40
mph and then to complete a second flying lap in an identical time. We were given one
untimed lap to familiarise ourselves with the circuit which was useful as it was our first ever
visit here and although we were warned about the brows, they are something else! After
the untimed lap we decided to aim for speed of about 32mph to ensure we wouldn’t be
slower than 30 but at the same time not being over-ambitious. On the first timed lap I
recorded our times at various ‘landmarks’ and then used the stopwatch on the second lap
to keep us on time. I can’t remember exactly why I didn’t just use the Halda, but I seem to
recall it was taped over for the test. We were a bit cautious between the last landmark and
the finish so we were 2 seconds adrift – and indeed most crews were between 0 and 3 so it
wasn’t going to have a bearing on the overall results but it was a lot of fun.
Back on public roads we wandered north via the wonderfully named Yetts o’Muckhart and
the Common of Dunning carefully crossing the A9 dual carriageway to RS ‘K’. A relatively
easy one; the Barkers in their DB3 dropping only 3 seconds over 3 timing points while we
were a rather sloppy 15.
Test 16 followed, another observed uphill test, this time a double stop and restart which
was held on the tight hairpins at Garrow on the Amulree to Kenmore yellow. This caused

problems for quite a few crews but amazingly not for the huge Jaguar MkIX of John Atkins
who set one of the fastest times. Lunch then beckoned at what has become a LE JOG
regular venue: The Killin Hotel but not before a quick trip down the south side of Loch Tay
and a route check in Ardtalnaig.
Leaving Killin to the north-west saw us arrive at the start of Test 17, yet another uphill one,
but this time much longer at 1.24 miles using the private (and now very potholed) road from
Kenknock in the direction of the top end of Glen Lyon, complete with stop astrides, reverses
and hairpins. The post-war (40s) HRG and Healey Silverstone were quickest here (large
engines, not much weight) but they were, incredibly, matched by Tony Dron, 3 up in the
Zephyr. Colin must have been yelling in his ear!
No rest at the end of the test as we were faced with 61.04 miles of Regularity L. Glen Lyon
AND the Schiehallion Road all in one Reg. and finishing in Kinloch Rannoch but only 4 TPs!
Crews were clearly getting the hang of Jogularity by now as a number of them had penalties
less than 10 seconds with Whittock/Waldron best on 5.
A run over Trinafour (not a Reg. this time) took us to the A9 and a main control at the Ben
Alder Restaurant in Dalwhinnie followed by a ‘change driver section’ for nearly 100 miles
taking us via Spean Bridge, Invergarry, and then all the way up Glen Shiel to Balmacara (just
short of Kyle of Lochalsh) for a supper halt and fuel. To relieve the boredom of the empty
vastness of the Highlands in the darkness I decided to employ my ‘sense of humour’ and
alongside Loch Garry asked Evan, in my best ‘concerned’ voice, if he was sure we were on
the right road. The question generated quite some consternation and fumbling with the
road atlas until after a few minutes I reassured him that I knew exactly where we were and
there had only been three junctions since Dalwhinnie over an hour and a half ago.
Fortunately he saw the funny side of it, so in-car relations remained unstrained.
After supper we had a treat of a TC section: Achnandarach, Braeintra, via Lochcarron to
Tornapress and then over the fabulous Pass of the Cattle to Applecross, along the coast on
what was then the ‘new’ road to Fearnmore followed by the wonderfully twisty ‘old’ road to
Shieldaig and the last control, TC 17 in the Tigh an Eilean Hotel. As we knew the control
locations we decided to have a real blast over the Pass of the Cattle arriving at (but not
checking in to) TC16 at Applecross nearly 6 minutes early and catching and passing a couple
of cars to boot. Well, you see, it could have been icy on the far side and then we would
have been grateful for the time in hand, wouldn’t we? Despite longish distances between
the TCs, only 17 crews managed to clean the section. None of that nonsense in 2014 where,

on the same roads, I replaced the TCs with TPs (timed to the second, of course) and in the
appropriate places they were no more than 2 miles apart…
From pretty Shieldaig we had another huge drive of nearly 100 miles via Torridon,
Kinlochewe and a fuel halt , from where the poor old navigator had to get in and drive again
– much of it on what passes for an A-road in that part of Scotland – twisty, narrow and
mostly unfenced. That took us to Garve and all the way up the ‘proper’ A-road, the A835, to
Ullapool and MC18 in the warmth of the Harbour Lights Hotel – staying open for us well
after midnight.

A short run after the MC took us to another wonderful piece of narrow, twisty road:
Inverpolly Lodge. This was RS M and it finished on the outskirts of Lochinver. Don
Griffiths/Gerry Ryan were the best with a penalty of only 4 seconds. Just the other side of
the busy fishing port of Lochinver was RS N, Drumbeg. Nominally a B-road this is another of
those wonderful bits of road in north-west Scotland with steep hills and hairpins a-plenty
and not much in the way of cats eyes or white lines. Best on this one were Wren/Cook in a
356A but closely followed by Griffiths/Ryan while most crews had problems, especially on
the last TP stacking up some big penalties, but it must be said that ice was now really
playing its part in making the going tricky.
Fortunately we no longer had to rely on the ferry to take us across from Unapool to
Kylestrome as we headed yet further up on the A894 all the way to the north coast at
Durness. It was getting quite misty and icy now and at one point we saw lights approaching
us only to see the perfectly named Silver Ghost whooshing almost silently in the opposite
direction, crew wrapped up and goggled. Why, I have no idea, I never did find out. I know
people say they hallucinate a bit at this stage of LE JOG but it really did happen. One of
many amazing memories of the event for me.
Laxford Bridge in north-west Sutherland is marked on every road atlas – the only place for
miles – and therefore I did expect there to be some sort of settlement, signs, houses that
sort of thing, to help me know I was there and to instruct my driver at the only junction en
route. But no. It’s a bridge. Just a bridge. Wild country.
At that point, having had to navigate or drive for about 18 hours I do confess I fell asleep.
On arrival at Durness I got out of the car to check in at MC19 and nearly fell over. “It’s icy!” I
exclaimed. “I know!” came the terse reply from inside the car, “I’ve been driving on it for
the last 40 minutes while you’ve been asleep!” I think I tried some sympathy. I don’t know
if it worked. Anyway the MacKay family at the Parkhill Hotel had some hot bacon rolls and
coffee to welcome us which was very gratefully consumed and now all that was left was a
run along the north coast to JOG…wasn't’ it?
No. Brown had other ideas again. After the long coastal loop around Loch Eriboll we had to
start going back south again into the wilds of Sutherland – in the middle of the night, in the
snow, in December and just using a road atlas! I recall calling issuing the instruction to turn
off the coast road at the aptly named hamlet of ‘Hope’ as: “200, slot right, 22 miles cross-

roads, straight across. On your own!” On the atlas it looks quite a straight road. In reality
it’s not. Unfenced, brows, potholes, moorland, ice, snow… The LE JOG sting in the tail.
Three brave and hardy teams were there to sign our cards at RC13 (Altnaharra), at RC14
(Syre) and at RC15 at Trantlemore where the ice caused quite a few problems reaching the
control on the ‘parallel’ yellow on the other side of the valley. But 90 miles later (yes
really!) we were back at the coast again with time to have a bleary-eyed breakfast before
checking out of MC 20 at the Croft Inn at Melvich.

So, surely now it’s just stay on the coast through Thurso to JOG. We’re all shattered,
remember. No. Again. RS P please. 43 miles (!) along the icy, endless multi-mile straights
and heathlands of Caithness to end up within sight of the finish at Canisbay. Somehow, how
I don’t know, maybe it was the sleep or the bacon roll & coffee, we managed to take the
honours on this final reg with only 2 seconds lost over 3 TPs. About 9 crews had had enough
and just went straight to the end.
Except it still wasn’t quite the end. We still had just one more (wafer-thin?) test all around
the car park at John O’Groats. And of course Mr. Brown made it easy for us, didn’t he? Well
check out the following instructions bearing in mind we hadn’t slept (much) for over 24
hours and the test diagram had no ‘route’ on it!
‘Start in parking bay A facing north. Go forward out of A, then take any route forward or
reverse to park in the following spaces in order: B facing south, C facing north, D facing
south-west, E facing south, F facing S
South-east, G facing south (finish)’. All that mattered was getting it right; times were
irrelevant by then but Dave Whittock and Ernie Waldron still had the energy to set fastest in
their Cooper S.
So then, and only then, were we allowed to finish. The piper piped us over the line and we
repaired to the old JOG bar where I was introduced to the delights of my first (well-earned)
Highland Park – distilled just over the water in Orkney. Sweet. It’s still one of my favourite
malts.
Feeling dazed, not quite sure what had happened, but elated that we were there and no
idea how we had done we wandered back down the coast to our freezing B&B in freezing
Wick.
That evening at the black tie dinner at the Norseman Hotel when John Brown came in to the
expectant throng in the dining room he was given a standing ovation with thunderous
applause. The man who had won the RAC Rally with Erik Carlsson, given us Targa timing,
the Targa Rusticana MN event, been the route designer of World Cup rallies, navigated for
Colin Malkin and Russell Brookes and so much more had produced another classic: LE JOG.
Now recognised as the toughest historic rally of its type in Europe.
The haggis was piped in, addressed and eaten but we still had no idea about the results - we
were all just glad to get there and absorbing the atmosphere. But just before dessert I

popped out to the loo and happened to come across a rally notice board. The results had
been declared provisional while we were gathering for dinner. No queries or protests. After
scanning the results several times it slowly dawned on me that we had won not only our
class but a Gold medal. The only Gold medal! Wow! I never managed to win a Motoring
News Championship rally; I’d finished every other place in the top ten but never won one.
This made up for it.
I went to drag Evan from his Cranachan (pud not malt) and together we developed the
biggest grins in the world at that moment in time. Our performance had been the most
consistent – the vital strategy on LE JOG but it was Wales that won Gold for us. That youth
hadn’t been wasted…
After the appropriate celebrations we trudged carefully along the icy street back to the
freezing B&B, slept fitfully and woke to a dreich Scottish morning. The hundreds of miles
back to Wales passed in a cloud of euphoria, Gold medals safely tucked into our luggage and
stories to dine out on for time to come.
John Kiff
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